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Abstract8 

 9 

This article presents the results of research that set out to identify and diagnose the trends 10 

found in the development of Russia's precision-guided weapons. The research process 11 
mainly employed the critical assessment of the literature and comparative analyses.  12 

As a result of the research, it was established that Russian thought on the strategic use of 13 

precision destruction weapons was historically determined and changed with technological 14 
progress, economic opportunities and changes in foreign policy objectives. Today, precision-15 

guided weapons are complex strike systems capable of shaping the battlespace. Its high ef-16 

fectiveness makes it a real threat to objects that determine the opposing side's defense capa-17 
bility and can be considered strategic. The new generation of precision-guided weapons and 18 

hypersonic weapons will be crucial in achieving victories in armed struggle in the near fu-19 
ture. Precision weapons will also be an effective tool of pressure and blackmail used to 20 

achieve the goals of international competition without the need for direct military confron-21 

tation. 22 
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1. Introduction  1 

Trends in the evolution of means of warfare reflect the development of civilization and 2 

influence the prevailing principles of the art of war. The machine gun and the massive use 3 
of artillery made World War I a positional war.  By 1939, the tank, radio, close air support, 4 

and the creation of armored divisions restored mobility to the battlefield. In the 1920s and 5 

1930s, Soviet military theorists developed the concept of conducting the so-called deep bat-6 
tle, which emphasized combined arms operations at the tactical, operational, and strategic 7 

levels. The principal developers of this concept, including Mikhail Tukhachevsky and Vladi-8 
mir Triandafilov, envisioned that deep indirect fire would be necessary in such operations 9 

at all three levels of armed struggle. They believed that indirect fire would create the condi-10 

tions necessary to break through the enemy's frontal defenses and penetrate deep into the 11 
defenses and prevent the enemy from reconstituting the forward edge of the defenses (Radin 12 

et al., 2019, p. 89).  This concept was an attempt to incorporate new technology into the 13 

traditional Russian strategy of conducting armed combat. The essence of waging a deep bat-14 
tle was to prevent second echelons and reserves from reaching the battlefield and to over-15 

whelm the troops with fire throughout the depth of the battlegroup. In reality, however, it 16 
was not until fifty years later that the Soviet armed forces were able to implement the oper-17 

ational concepts begun in the 1920s. Under Warsaw Pact plans, by using coordinated, deep 18 

conventional and nuclear strikes against NATO, the intention was to launch a Soviet offen-19 
sive in Europe with the goal of reaching the English Channel quickly (Ruehl, 1991). 20 

Russian interest in precision-guided weapons (PGW)1 has evolved with changes in the 21 

international security environment, theories of future warfare and strategic deterrence. In 22 
the early 1990s, the rapid development of modern technologies enabled the West, and above 23 

all the United States of America (USA), to make precision strikes, which revolutionized the 24 
way military combat was conducted in the 20th century.  In a way, it is paradoxical that 25 

Russia appreciated the importance of these weapons only in the second decade of the 21st 26 

century, because one of the pioneers of thinking about the revolutionary nature of precision 27 
strikes was Marshal Nikolai Ogarkov of the Soviet Union, who died in the mid-1980s. At the 28 

time, Soviet engineers were working on designs for the first generation of domestic preci-29 

sion-strike weapons, but the collapse of communism and the Soviet Union caused serious 30 
delays in their development. Therefore, the Russian Federation had a limited number of 31 

cruise missiles with conventional warheads until 2010. Today, however, precision strike ca-32 
pabilities are prioritized both in military theory and in the development plans of the Russian 33 

Federation Armed Forces. 34 

The problematic situation thus identified leads to the formulation of the main research 35 
problem: What trends can be identified in the development of Russia's precision-guided 36 

weapons? The main research problem was fragmented and the following specific problems 37 

were identified:  38 
1) How should the concept of precision-guided weapons be understood?  39 

2) How did Russian views on the use of precision-guided weapons change?  40 
This article presents the results of the research which set out to identify and diagnose the 41 

trends found in the development of Russia's precision-guided weapons. The point of refer-42 

ence in the research was the combat experience and the directions of development taken by 43 
the US strike systems as determined by the application of modern technologies. Against this 44 

background, it was possible to analyze the evolution of Russian strategic thought from World 45 

                                                 

 
1 The term precision-guided munition (PGM) is commonly used in American literature. In this paper, the au-
thor uses the term precision guided weapon (PGW), which should be understood in the same way as PGM.  
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War II to present. Moreover, identifying the factors that determined that the development 1 

of precision-guided weapons in the Russian Federation was given the highest priority. The 2 

research conclusions presented in this article are the result of the application of critical lit-3 
erature assessment and comparative analysis, as well as inductive and deductive reasoning.  4 

2. The essence of precision-guided weapons 5 

Precision has always been recognized as an important feature in the development of 6 
weapon systems. The renowned military theorist, strategist, and historian, General J.F.C. 7 

Fuller considered accuracy to be one of the five recognizable attributes of a weapon, along 8 
with range, firepower, and portability. Of all these attributes, he considered range to be the 9 

attribute that is crucial in the conducting of armed combat (Fuller, 1945, p. 7). It is worth 10 

noting that modern PGW combine the qualities of accuracy, range, firepower, and fire-car-11 
rying capabilities, and this combination makes them a powerful multiplier of combat power 12 

in today's era. 13 

The philosophy of military operations that took place during World War II was based on 14 
conducting large-scale, imprecise bombing campaigns. As technology advanced, air opera-15 

tions conducted in the late 20th century targeted selective targets that were individual tanks, 16 
artillery pieces, or even infantry. After all, there is no logical reason why missiles or bombs 17 

should be wasted without achieving operational effects (Meilinger, 1995, pp. 41-47). Viewed 18 

from another perspective, the philosophy of warfighting in World War II reflected the opin-19 
ion that precision was only possible by achieving the operational objective, and not the ob-20 

ject of impact. Subsequent air campaigns took advantage of the opportunities afforded by 21 

technological advances and focused on both a precisely defined object of impact and the 22 
exercise of precise control over the weapons themselves. The quest for precision through 23 

accurate identification of the object of impact remains an essential aspect of military power 24 
projection. Historical experience suggests that the best results have been achieved by com-25 

bining strike platforms with intelligent means of delivery and operator experience. However, 26 

it is important to remember that precision is a relative concept, relating to the time at which 27 
the weapon is used. 28 

The term precision is directly related to accuracy. Accuracy refers to the closeness of a 29 

measured value to a standard or known value, while precision refers to the closeness to each 30 
other of two or more measurements made. Precision is independent of accuracy. One can be 31 

very precise but inaccurate. It is also possible to be precise but imprecise. For example, if the 32 
average measurements of a certain quantity are close to a known value but do not coincide, 33 

then we have precision without precision. In other words, accuracy describes the difference 34 

between the measurement and the actual value, while precision describes the difference that 35 
is observed by repeatedly measuring a specific quantity with the same instrument. A good 36 

analogy for understanding accuracy and precision is to imagine a basketball player shooting 37 

a ball into a hoop. If the player shoots accurately, it means that he  attempts to direct the ball 38 
into or near the hoop. If a player throws the ball accurately, he aims for the same place, 39 

which may be the hoop itself or somewhere nearby. A good player, will be both accurate and 40 
precise when shooting the ball in the same way every time in the hoop (Accuracy). 41 

In military literature, the term "precision-guided weapon" refers to a guided weapon that 42 

is capable of destroying a target, generally with a single projectile. This definition covers a 43 
fairly wide range of means of destruction including both miniaturized and multi-ton guided 44 

aerial bombs weighing only a few grams, manually launched small unmanned aerial vehi-45 
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cles, and intercontinental ballistic missiles (Miasnikov, p. 4). What is important in the defi-1 

nition is the wording regarding the weapon's targeting capability, or more specifically, the 2 

weapon's targeting capability. Most relevant aspect is the ability to guide in the last phase of 3 
flight of the means of destruction (rocket or bomb).  4 

There are several reasons why it is legitimate to use the term "guidance" instead of "pre-5 

cision strike," despite the fact that the latter has gained widespread acceptance. First, preci-6 
sion striking is always associated with accuracy. However, this raises the question of the 7 

value of this accuracy, which de facto varies and depends on the type of weapon. Secondly, 8 
targeting is associated with the attribute of making aiming corrections in all phases of the 9 

flight of the means of destruction. This attribute is crucial and, based on it, weapons and 10 

ammunition can be classified as guided or unguided (Watts, 2007, p. 7). Ammunition alone 11 
is not sufficient to meet the requirements of the concept of using precision-guided weapons. 12 

For guidance, it is necessary to have accurate information about the object of impact.  13 

The term "precision strike," as noted earlier, is related to the attributes of weapon sys-14 
tems that are necessary to successfully paralyze an enemy on the battlefield. Precision-strike 15 

weapons include land-, air-, and sea-launched missiles, torpedoes, and guided bombs car-16 
ried by aircraft. Precision interaction is enabled by systems that locate targets, make strikes, 17 

generate desired effects and evaluate them, and maintain the ability to strike again if neces-18 

sary (Joint, 1996, p. 21). Precision strike weapons are designed to destroy point targets and 19 
minimize collateral damage (DOD, 2020, p. 170). At this point, it is important to emphasize 20 

again that precision-guided weapons, once activated, can be actively corrected during flight 21 

and target guidance, thereby make correcting errors that may have occurred during the ini-22 
tial assignment to destroy targets. Target guidance should be understood as actively con-23 

ducting corrections during the final phase of flight, virtually up to the point of impact (Watts, 24 
2007, p. 26).   25 

In the late 1970s in the Soviet Union, the terms "precision-guided weapons" and "preci-26 

sion-guided munitions" (Russian: высокоточное оружие) were implemented into Russian 27 
military terminology by translating its meaning from Western concepts of military success. 28 

The correct Russian meaning was broad and referred to systems that allowed precise dam-29 

age to be inflicted on the enemy from long distances (McDermott, 2017, p. 8). Currently, in 30 
the Russian Federation, long-range PGW are ground, air, and sea-based missile complexes 31 

designed to selectively and reliably destroy stationary and quasi-stationary land objects, 32 
fired from their means of delivery, from a distance of not less than 400 km from the target 33 

(Dictionary). When it comes to distance (range of fire), opinions are divided, mainly due to 34 

the fact that no qualitative indicators are available. Although the term "long-range" has no 35 
specific definition, it is assumed that, in its broadest sense, it encompasses any system that 36 

can fire at distances in excess of 1,000 km. Long-range ballistic missiles practically cross 37 

both of these thresholds. However, it must be taken into account that they are designed to 38 
carry nuclear, not conventional, weapons. Some states use shorter-range ballistic missiles 39 

without nuclear warheads. While doing so, one must keep in mind that their accuracy should 40 
be up to a few meters to be effective (Borrie et al., 2019, p. 4). It would be more appropriate 41 

to consider the definition of long-range as a qualitative characteristic, reflecting the ability 42 

of the weapon to strike critical infrastructure located in the entire depth of the adversary's 43 
territory (or the bulk of it). In this sense, on European territory, the threshold could be low-44 

ered to 500 km due to the relative compactness of the hypothetical theater of operations and 45 
the density of critical infrastructure. This may lead to the conclusion that the quantitative 46 

definition of long range will vary for different military-strategic situations. One of the possi-47 

ble consequences of such an approach in the future may be the intensification of the trend 48 
toward regionalization, that is, clearly defined geographical areas with specific parameters 49 

(Arbatov et al., 2019, p. 27). 50 
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According to Russian views, PGW are a type of weapon equipped with command-and-1 

control systems that allow the elimination of targets with a single munition with a probabil-2 

ity of at least 0.5. The high probability of hitting the target is achieved by conducting periodic 3 
correction of the trajectory of the munition (missile, rocket, warhead) after it is fired from 4 

the means of delivery until it reaches the target of attack. The correction of the trajectory of 5 

the munition to the target is provided by the guidance system (Ènciklopedija). Rather than 6 
taking the weapon's range or the missile's airspeed as criteria for qualification, it is the com-7 

bination of these parameters with maneuverability that distinguishes PGW from ballistic 8 
missiles and makes them strategically relevant. Maneuverability can enable a greater preci-9 

sion strike and therefore gives the system the ability to use conventional warheads effec-10 

tively. At supersonic speeds, it also has an added importance due to the need to evade missile 11 
defense systems and also due to the need to miss moving targets (Borrie et al., 2019, p. 5). 12 

Initially in the 1990s, Russia used the term reconnaissance-strike complex 13 

(разведывательно-ударный комплекс) or reconnaissance-fire complex 14 
(разведывательно-огневой комплекс). At the beginning of the new millennium, Russian 15 

scientists added the word "system" to better reflect the conceptual assumptions of its combat 16 
use (McDermott, 2017, p. 8). The terminology used for conventional precision weapons in 17 

official documents, statements by political and military leaders, and in military journals var-18 

ies. For example the Russian military doctrine of 2014 includes the term "precision weapons 19 
system" (систем высокоточного оружия) and "strategic, non-nuclear precision weapons 20 

systems" (стратегических неядерных систем высокоточного оружия) (Voyennaya, 21 

2014, p. 5). Other terms used to refer to conventional PGW and conventional long-range 22 
precision weapons include: high-precision means of warfare (высокоточное средсва 23 

поражения), long-range non-nuclear (conventional) precision weapons (высокоточное 24 
неядерное (обычное) оружие для дальнего радиуса действия), conventional strategic 25 

weapons (конвенциональноe стратегическое оружие), a precision non-nuclear weapon 26 

with a large radius of effects (высокоточное неядерныe средствa большой радиусa 27 
действия), precision-guided combat complexes (высокоточннoe боевые комплексы), 28 

non-nuclear precision-guided weapon system (неядерная система высокоточного 29 

oружия), strategic non-nuclear weapons (стратегическое неядерное оружие), conven-30 
tional long-range precision weapons (обычное высокоточное оружие большой 31 

дальности) and long-range precision weapons (высокоточное оружие большой 32 
дальности). 33 

According to the Russian perspective, precision strike weapon complexes/systems in-34 

clude the information gathering and battlefield situation assessment subsystems, the com-35 
mand-and-control subsystem, and the missile strike subsystems (Watts, 2007, p. 28).  De-36 

pending on the military structure that includes a given strike system and the type of muni-37 

tions possessed, precision strike weapons can be used to accomplish tactical, operational, 38 
and strategic tasks. Precision strike systems include air- and sea-launched cruise missiles, 39 

certain types of operational-tactical missiles, air and missile defense sets, guided missiles, 40 
classic and cassette bombs dropped from aircraft, and selected artillery and missile com-41 

plexes of anti-ship systems (Ènciklopedija). 42 

The advantage of PGW over unguided weapons is their long-range and reduced need for 43 
repeated strikes to achieve desired operational effects. PGW allow shaping the battlespace, 44 

increasing the protection of their own troops. The main disadvantage of PGW is their high 45 
cost, especially for long-range missiles. Nowadays, to ensure high hit accuracy, a combina-46 

tion of radio signals from the Global Positioning System (GPS), laser guidance and inertial 47 

navigation systems with gyroscopes are used for guidance (Hoehn, 2020, p. 2). 48 
Precision weapons are so effective that they can pose a threat to all elements of the stra-49 

tegic nuclear triad: fixed and mobile strategic missile launchers, submarines carrying nu-50 

clear missiles, and strategic bombers on airfields and in the air, which makes them currently 51 
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treated on par with nuclear weapons. To plan a strike, it is necessary to analyze all opera-1 

tional conditions in terms of expected effects due to the specific vulnerabilities of the target 2 

and the characteristics of the means of destruction used (Miasnikov, 2020, p. 4). 3 

3. The evolution of precision-guided weapons 4 

Prior to 1943, most ammunition used on the battlefield missed its target because initial 5 

aiming errors could not be corrected. Unguided ammunition was used, and its lack of accu-6 
racy was compensated for by its quantity. The earliest instances of combat success with pre-7 

cision-guided munitions occurred in March 1943. The German Navy introduced the first 8 
G7e/T4 Falcon acoustic torpedo on four submarines. Its use probably led to the sinking of 9 

four merchant ships, which was considered the first successful use of guided munitions. In 10 

May 1943, an American Mark-24 acoustic torpedo fired from a patrol plane sank the German 11 
submarine U-640, and by the end of the war, 37 German and Japanese submarines, damag-12 

ing 18 others (Watts, 2007, p. 3).  13 

Aerial munitions meeting the guidance criterion were first developed in the 1940s when 14 
the U.S. Army Air Corps tested the feasibility of using radio to guide bombs dropped from 15 

aircraft. At that time, an accuracy of 1,200 feet was achieved, and 16% of the munitions 16 
dropped by the crews landed within 1,000 feet of the established target (Correll, 2008). 17 

While the system showed promise in terms of accuracy, it was not fully utilized during World 18 

War II. This was likely due to technological limitations and the high cost per munition used. 19 
By the 1950s, guidance systems used television signals and required a companion aircraft to 20 

provide command and control of the bombs being dropped (Hoehn, 2020, p. 2). During the 21 

1960s and early 1970s, progress in the evolution of PGW was rather limited. The weapons 22 
were too inaccurate and susceptible to anti-aircraft defenses, so no breakthrough could be 23 

made with them in terms of the way armed struggle was conducted. The development of 24 
anti-aircraft means, especially short- and medium-range missile sets, forced such changes 25 

in the American combat systems that made it possible to defeat it (Watts, 2007, p. 6). The 26 

breakthrough appears to have been made in Vietnam with the introduction of laser-guided 27 
aerial bomb guidance capabilities. Based on wartime experience, it was determined that the 28 

U.S. military used more than 10,500 laser-guided bombs in 1973, with 5,107 weapons 29 

achieving a direct hit and another 4,000 coming within 26 feet of the target (Hoehn, 2020, 30 
p. 2). 31 

The Soviet Union's investment in increasingly sophisticated weapons in the 1970s, along 32 
with the rapid expansion of the Soviet naval fleet, stimulated U.S. countermeasures, which 33 

turned out to be increasingly precise weapons. One of these was the acquisition of the F-14 34 

Tomcat supersonic airborne fighter with variable wing geometry, armed with six Phoenix 35 
long-range guided air-to-air missiles, as well as advanced early warning radars and guidance 36 

systems. In addition, new precision airborne and missile defense weapons have been ac-37 

quired, notably the Phalanx and Sea Sparrow, and the Harpoon (Hallion, 1995) short-range 38 
anti-ship cruise missile, launched from the surface, underwater, and airborne platforms, has 39 

been fielded.  40 
Until the Persian Gulf War, aircraft capabilities permitted low-altitude placement of un-41 

guided munitions within 30 feet of the target. However, Iraqi air defenses, with their large 42 

numbers of man-portable and artillery anti-aircraft sets, did not permit such routine perfor-43 
mance. On the other hand, operations above 5,000 meters were very complicated in terms 44 

of bombing accuracy, especially against targets requiring direct hits, such as hangars, bun-45 
kers, tanks, and artillery assets (Hallion, 1995). 46 
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Unlike the United States, the Soviet Union began to invest in traditional types of conven-1 

tional forces, i.e., tanks, infantry fighting vehicles, and tactical aircraft from the late 1960s 2 

onward. By the late 1970s, the authorities concluded that the threat of aggression from the 3 
North Atlantic Alliance had been greatly reduced (Trulock, 1988, p. 97). Looking ahead, 4 

however, it did not appear that this favorable situation was going to last forever. The advent 5 

of U.S. precision strike capabilities began to shift the European balance in NATO's favor, 6 
prompting the abandonment of the investment the Soviets had made in traditional conven-7 

tional forces during the previous decade. By the early 1980s, Soviet military authorities and 8 
military theorists were increasingly concerned that emerging military technologies, specifi-9 

cally a new family of highly accurate, precision-guided non-nuclear munitions systems, 10 

would lead to a revolution in military affairs by the end of the twentieth century that would 11 
change the picture of warfare (Trulock, 1988, p. 97). 12 

In the early 1980s, Russian military theorists wrote extensively about the likely implica-13 

tions of using reconnaissance and strike systems for future warfare. Systems with long-range 14 
precision strike capabilities enhanced the ability to inflict losses deep within enemy group-15 

ings, more than 10 times farther than was possible during World War II on the Eastern 16 
Front. Moreover, the probability of eliminating a target with a single shot of a precision 17 

weapon ranged from 0.6 to 0.9, for both stationary and mobile targets (Trulock, 1988, p. 18 

107). As Marshal Nikolai Ogarkov wrote in May 1984, the development of non-nuclear 19 
means of striking, which included everything from precision munitions to fuel-air bombs, 20 

made it possible to significantly increase, the destructive potential of conventional weapons 21 

by at least an order of magnitude, thus bringing them closer in effectiveness to weapons of 22 
mass destruction (Watts, 2011). 23 

U.S. tests conducted in 1982 confirmed that precision-guided missiles could be used to 24 
attack Soviet forces approaching from deep within a battle grouping, i.e., virtually from out-25 

side the front lines. In the case of the Warsaw Pact's attempt to overrun Western Europe, 26 

both the program codenamed Assault Breaker and the development of stealth aircraft such 27 
as the F-117 were intended to use U.S. technological capabilities to offset the three-to-one 28 

quantitative advantage the Warsaw Pact had in Central Europe at the time, which could 29 

eliminate the need for nuclear weapons (Watts, 2013). 30 
The tests confirmed that nuclear munitions could be replaced by conventional precision-31 

guided munitions in many cases and thus achieve the required level of destruction without 32 
incurring their own losses and raising the risk of nuclear escalation (Trulock, 1988, p. 110). 33 

This idea was not new. In fact, American defense specialists thought of it in the aftermath of 34 

the Vietnam War. In 1975, the final report of the research program on the development of 35 
long-range means of destruction concluded that precision conventional munitions could 36 

substitute for nuclear weapons in a variety of operational situations (Paolucci, 1975, p. 45), 37 

which was conceptually implemented in both the United States and the Russian Federation 38 
at the beginning of the new millennium. 39 

In 1986, Russian concerns about the balance of power in Central Europe intensified when 40 
NATO decided to implement the concept of cutting-off second echelons and reserves 41 

(FOFA).2 The essence of this concept was to increase the deep strike capability of conven-42 

tional forces in the theater of operations, which was intended to eliminate the need for the 43 
Alliance to use nuclear weapons to deter Warsaw Pact aggression (Shaw, 1986, p. 1). Verifi-44 

cation of the feasibility of U.S. air operations using PGW occurred in 1991 during the Gulf 45 
War. For the first time in the history of operational warfare, reconnaissance, radio warfare, 46 

communications, and command were integrated with precision strike systems, making it 47 

                                                 

 
2 The FOFA concept was developed by Gen. Bernard W. Roders in 1984. It was designed as a complement to 
the NATO concept of the advanced forward deployment and air-to-ground battle strategy (Canan, 1984). 
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possible, virtually in real-time, to conduct the air campaign of Operation Desert Storm. Mod-1 

ern technologies made it possible not only for strike aircraft to remain invisible but also to 2 

integrate space with combat systems, as emphasized by prominent Russian experts in their 3 
assessments (Blank, 1991, p. 10). As the head of the Operational and Strategic Center of the 4 

General Staff, Sergei Bogdanov, recognized, the use of the reconnaissance capabilities pro-5 

vided by space for the needs of intellectualized precision strike complexes made it possible 6 
to achieve incredible operational effectivity (Blank, 1991, p. 10). In the opinion of Russian 7 

General Ivan N. Vorobyev, the effectiveness of PGW changes the picture of the armed strug-8 
gle and deeply imprints on the strategy of its use in the future (Lambeth, 1992, p. 68). An-9 

dreev F. Krepinevich, compared Operation Desert Storm to the use of tanks, for the first time 10 

in history on a large scale, by the British at the Battle of Cambrai, France, in November 1917. 11 
He posited that the use of PGW leads to a whole new picture of the theater of operations and 12 

gives rise to another revolution in the conducting of armed struggle (Krepinevich, 2002, p. 13 

3 & 9). 14 
According to the Russian point of view, a high-precision weapon that is not subject to 15 

any quantitative, qualitative, or territorial restrictions, but is well camouflaged, makes it el-16 
igible for "anti-terrorist" treatment. It is also a weapon that can target strategic facilities. 17 

Furthermore, due to its minimal flight time and high targeting accuracy, it provides a sur-18 

prise attack and significantly reduces the possibility of retaliation (Antonov, 2012, p. 65). 19 
Russian experts estimate that the another  major trend in the development of high-precision, 20 

non-nuclear strike missile systems will be the use of space-deployed basing control systems 21 

(Arbatov & Dvorkin, 2012, p. 357). An orbital or semi-orbital high-precision missile strike 22 
system is likely to emerge in the foreseeable future, with implications for the future arms 23 

race. Over the next decade, nuclear deterrence is likely to remain an element of international 24 
security guarantees, but its importance can be expected to diminish. It is estimated that non-25 

nuclear precision-guided systems are likely to play an increasingly important role in mutual 26 

deterrence and strategic stability. It is in the interest of the international community that 27 
this process takes place in a coordinated manner and is regulated by mutual agreements 28 

(Arbatov & Dvorkin, 2012, p. 357). 29 

 30 
Today, the technological revolution is accelerating with the use of optoelectronics and 31 

satellite navigation systems. Work is also underway to make the weapon independent of 32 
weather conditions, and ammunition with optional warheads is being procured, enabling a 33 

variety of missions, from penetrating hard point targets to the ability to destroy superficially 34 

distributed single combat objects on the battlefield with a single salvo (Hallion). However, 35 
one should be aware that the acquisition of new weapons is not a simple procedure. There 36 

are a number of difficulties arising from the enormous complexity of integrating different 37 

types of munitions into a single weapon system. It is also necessary, for example, to skillfully 38 
use the information obtained from long-range reconnaissance systems. This information 39 

can be used to overcome the difficulties of positioning striking objects and tracking them, 40 
navigate the means of destruction, precise timing, and have an appropriate means of com-41 

munication. Above all, it is essential in order to network the entire process of destruction, 42 

which would allow to exercise the command process in combat conditions and to destroy 43 
objects of strategic and operational importance in real-time (Watts, 2013). 44 

Secondly, although modern precision-guided missile systems have made accuracy inde-45 
pendent of the distance to the target and the location from which the munition was fired, 46 

they still have not made unit costs independent of the distance to the target. For example, 47 

the most expensive missiles today are U.S. Tomahawk missiles, which are several times more 48 
expensive than guided aerial bombs. Thus, unit costs are a major reason why the United 49 

States currently holds a monopoly on long-range PGW (Watts, 2013). Among the various 50 
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weapons, the future is likely to include networked precision-guided weapons, which will al-1 

low them to communicate with other systems on the battlefield.  The exchange of infor-2 

mation between the platforms delivering the means of destruction and the means of recon-3 
naissance, including satellite, and command and combat management posts, will be crucial 4 

for accurate and precise mission execution (Esposito, 2019). In turn, the development of 5 

hypersonic systems of the Russian Federation may raise the risk of causing an unintended 6 
nuclear war, as it will deprive ground-based radars of the ability to determine in a timely 7 

manner the trajectory of enemy missiles and the area of their impact, which means that in 8 
response to this type of attack, a decision on the type of response will have to be validated 9 

immediately after the satellites generate a (probably false) nuclear alert (Arbatov, 2019). 10 

Given scientific and technological advances, it is reasonable to expect that deploying preci-11 
sion weapons systems in space could pose an even greater risk to international security 12 

(Dvorkin, 2019, p. 4). 13 

It is estimated that future Russian high-tech precision-guided missile systems, mounted 14 
on a variety of platforms, are likely to have comprehensive destruction characteristics. In the 15 

Russian Federation, it is assumed that the conflict will not be confined to a single operational 16 
domain. Actors involved in the fight will likely move between domains, attempting to exploit 17 

those that will allow them to achieve the greatest advantage or those in which the likelihood 18 

of gaining an advantage will increase (Kepe, 2018, p. 16). In fact, the next generation of Rus-19 
sian PGW will likely be carried and operated by both conventional manned platforms and 20 

autonomous, unmanned aircraft. These weapons will have both highly lethal and nonlethal 21 

missile effectiveness. It will also likely be capable of operating in a physical environment 22 
while being controlled in a virtual. It will be able to be used alone or be integrated with other 23 

missile systems. It is likely that its range, maneuverability, and precision of strikes will be 24 
increased. Considering the arguments presented, it can be concluded that the directions of 25 

development of PGW will be set by hypersonic and laser weapons (Esposito, 2019). 26 

4. Conclusion   27 

Russia's interest in developing conventional precision-guided weapons is not new. In the 28 

transformation of the armed forces, acquiring new precision-guided capabilities is a top pri-29 

ority, as evidenced by the successful testing in 2018 of hypersonic weapon systems. They are 30 
also evidence of the evolution of Russian thought on conflict resolution in a strategic context. 31 

Understanding this trend requires taking into account historical circumstances, advances in 32 
Soviet and Russian military theory, addressing doctrinal assumptions and, above all, under-33 

standing the Russian Federation's foreign policy objectives. 34 

As this article demonstrates, Russia has long regarded precision-guided weapons as an 35 
essential component of modern warfare. Marshal Nikolai Ogarkov is considered the father 36 

of this school of thought, but later Russian military theorists such as General Vladimir Slip-37 

chenko and others have also made significant contributions to its development. The eco-38 
nomic collapse of the 1990s, combined with warming relations with the West, made indige-39 

nous development of precision-guided weapons both financially difficult and less politically 40 
necessary. However, this situation changed dramatically after Vladimir Putin came to 41 

power, the annexation of Crimea, and the Russian Federation's involvement in Syria. 42 

As a result of the research, it was determined that there are terminological differences in 43 
understanding precision-guided weapon systems between the Russian Federation and the 44 

U.S. and NATO. Moreover, the Russian Federation uses a variety of nomenclatures to de-45 
scribe precision-guided weapons. According to the Russian perspective, precision-guided 46 
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weapons should be considered in terms of complex systems and should not be limited to 1 

means of destruction. Precision-guided weapons make it possible to shape the battlespace, 2 

which proves their high effectiveness. Therefore, they can pose a real threat to all of the ele-3 
ments of the adversary's defense system, and first and foremost the strategic nuclear triad. 4 

In the Russian Federation, precision-guided weapons are treated on par with nuclear weap-5 

ons. It is believed that the rapid technological progress made in the last decade will make it 6 
possible to exploit space and make hypersonic weapons decisive for achieving victory in fu-7 

ture armed struggle. It is estimated that hypersonic weapons, due to their attributes, will be 8 
used as a tool to apply pressure and aggression, and to achieve foreign policy objectives with-9 

out the need for direct armed confrontation. The large-scale acquisition of hypersonic capa-10 

bilities and the high effectiveness of the PGW will undoubtedly influence doctrinal changes 11 
and the strategy of its use in the future.    12 

The author believes that the opinions and conclusions presented in this article may serve 13 

as a starting point for considering the utility of the PGW in the strategic context; and, in 14 
particular, their role in achieving the objectives of the rivalry that the Russian Federation is 15 

currently conducting on the international arena. 16 
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